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Chapterr 4 

Probingg textual style with local vertical 
granulometries s 

AndAnd as imagination bodies forth 
TheThe forms of things unknown, the poet's pen 
TurnsTurns them to shapes and gives to airy nothing 
AA local habitation and a name. 

-- William Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream, Act 5, Scene 1. 

Inn the previous chapter we introduced the concept of rectangular granulometries 
andd size distributions for thé purpose of characterizing the global visual appearance 
off  machine printed document images. While this approach works very well for dis-
criminatingg gross differences between layout classes, there are a few open, questions 
regardingg the use of such descriptions of visual style. First, note that the rectangular 
sizee distributions of chapter 3 provide no information about local components of layout 
style.. The motivation behind the use of rectangular granulometries was to character-
izee the global visual impact of entire page images by decomposing their rectangular 
structure.. Like the Fourier transform, however, each size measurement is implicitly as-
sumedd to be present everywhere in the image. There are, in fact, known relationships 
betweenn granulometries and the Fourier transform [32]. This makes them less suitable 
forr characterizing local style, as the impact of local stylistic phenomena become lost in 
thee global representation. 

Anotherr question arising from the developments in the previous chapter deals with 
thee use of principal component analysis (PCA) to reduce the dimensionality of the 
rectangularr size distribution representation. Principal component analysis identifies the 
principall  axes in a high dimensional space which account for a significant percentage 
off  the variance in the sample of point. This is done through eigenanalysis of the 
covariancee matrix of the samples, and then projecting them onto a subspace determined 
byy principal eigenvectors. When applying linear transformations to size distributions, 
however,, it is very uncertain how to interpret them morphologically. While the PCA 
hass been shown to be very effective for reducing thé dimensionality of size distributions 
ass a descriptor of visual appearance, it is rather unclear as to whether or not it makes 
sensee to apply linear feature reduction to implicitly non-linear (morphological) features. 

Thiss chapter is about textual style characterization, and locality is crucial to the 
techniques.. We will describe several tools and techniques for measuring the style of 
textuall  elements, specifically characters, words, and textlines. Textual style is an im-
portantt theme in document analysis. Apart from the basic problem of optical character 
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recognition,, textual style characterization has been used for locating query matches in 
documentt images [56], and word spotting in images [104, 70, 90], and typeface recog-
nitionn [120]. 

Inn passing we wil l attack the outstanding questions of chapter 3 by introducing a 
notionn of local size distribution for characterizing textual style. This new perspective 
onn size distributions, when equipped with a generative model for printed text, wil l also 
providee a view that justifies the use of the PCA on them for feature reduction. Local 
sizee distributions have been previously investigated in the greyscale domain for texture 
classificationn [37], and on binary images for signature verification [93]. Our treatment 
differss from these in that we wil l be providing a formulation of local size distributions, 
measuredd from local granulometries, that establishes precise conditions under which 
theyy behave linearly. The essence of our argument lies in specifically articulating how 
andd when it makes sense to consider linear combinations of independently measured 
sizee distributions. 

Inn the next section we introduce our local size distributions and elucidate on the key 
observationn which makes everything work. Section 4.2 uses the theoretical development 
inn section 4.1 to develop an efficient technique for spotting words in textlines. In 
sectionn 4.3 we wil l introduce a simple generative model of printed text and illustrate 
howw the model behaves in predictably linear ways under projection. The model will also 
alloww us to generate model distributions directly from text, which we can be exploited 
byy the word spotter described in section 4.2. Section 4.4 illustrates the properties of 
ourr approach through examples and experiments. We show how the generative model 
cann be used to build simple typeface classifiers and investigate the performance of our 
wordd spotting technique on synthetically generated textlines. Section 4.5 wraps up 
withh a discussion and future directions. 

4.11 Another look at granulometries 

Inn this section we wil l revisit the granulometries of chapter 3. By analyzing the theo-
reticall  formulation of granulometries and size distributions in a slightly different way, 
wee wil l arrive at some new insights regarding their behavior. 

4.1.11 The key observation 

Throughoutt chapter we wil l be dealing exclusively with univariate size distributions, 
specificallyy with linear, vertical size distributions. The most thorough treatment of lin-
earr morphological filters is that of Soille [102], who is primarily concerned with efficient 
computationn of linear openings at arbitrary orientations. Since we wil l only be using 
verticallyy oriented operators, however, we are not concerned with the efficiency of our 
openingss in this chapter. Another important distinction between the granulometries 
off  chapter 3 and those now under consideration is that we wil l be working with size 
distributionss induced by families of openings of the foreground. In the previous chapter 
wee worked with openings of the background to characterize layout style. Here we wil l 
bee characterizing the local style arising from measurements of character patterns. 

Wee begin with the standard definition of the univariate vertical granulometry of an 
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imagee S induced by the following family of openings: 

* h.(S)) = 5oAV; 

wheree V is a vertical line segment of unit length centered at the origin, and scalar h is 
aa scale factor controlling the height of the opening. This family of openings gives rise 
too the granulometry G = {&h}-  From this, the vertical size distribution is computed 
inn the usual way: 

A(S)-A{*A(S)-A{*hh{S)) {S)) 

* c(h' 5)) = W)—' 
wheree A(X) denotes the area of the set X. For notationai simplicity in what follows, 
andd because we we only be using vertical granulometries, we write the vertical size 
distributionn simply as: 

A{S)-A{SohV) A{S)-A{SohV) 

** {KS){KS) = A(S) 

== A(SohV) 
A(S)A(S) K } 

soo that the opening is explicit in the definition. 
Thee key observation we are aiming for results from rewriting equation (4.1) in 

functionall  form. Letting dom(S) denote the rectangular domain of definition of image 
S,, the characteristic function of 5 is denned as: 

n = ff  1 if z e S 
XsWXsW " j o otherwise 

forr all z G dom(S). We can now rewrite equation (4.1) as: 

YlYl XSohvfr) 
*(ft,S)) = ! _ ^ ^ (4.2) 

z€dom(S') ) 

Furtherr restricting the sums to the points in the original image image 5, which 
afterr all are the only points that can ever hope to contribute to the distribution, gives 
us: : 

>,ygo/tv(z) ) 

*(/ i ,S)) = l - z € S 

£ x s ( z ) ) 
zes s 

== ! — ]̂ T 5Z X^oftv(z), (4.3) 
11 I zes 

soo that the vertical size distribution can be seen as measuring how the characteristic 
functionn of S evolves with progressive opening. 
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Thee importance of this view of vertical size distributions lies in the exposure of 
thee averaging process hidden in the original definition. In particular, after introducing 
localityy in the next subsection, the linearity of equation 4.3 wil l allow us to characterize 
howw local size distributions combine in meaningful ways. 

4.1.22 Introducing localization 

Wee wil l begin introducing localization into vertical size distributions as a straightfor-
wardd extension of equation (4.3). Instead of averaging the image values over the entire 
supportt of S we wil l restrict the average to a crisp neighborhood about an arbitrary 
pointt in dom(S). The local vertical size distribution at point x 6 dofn(S) is defined as: 

11 ^-^ 
$x(/i ,, S) = 1 - 2 ^ X(N*nS)ohv(z>)- (4.4) ) 

z€N xnS S 

NNxx in the definition above denotes a local neighborhood around the point x. 
Thee first thing to notice is that such locally denned size distributions are, with a 

littl ee care, wholly consistent with the original, global definition. In what follows we 
wil ll  consider a subset of the domain of S, denoted by E and called the neighborhood 
supportt set. 

Proposit ionn 4 For E C dom(S') and neighborhood function N, ifN^nNy = 0 for all 
x , y e ££ suck that x ^ y , then: 

#(/ i ,5n n 
Lx€E Lx€E 

)) = 
Exe£ l ^xn5 |<Mfc ,5) ) 

Proof:Proof: Pick E c dom(S) and N such that N* n Ny = 0 for all x, y e E, x ^ y. Then 

r r 
$(h,Sn $(h,Sn 

Lx€£ £ 
)) = *(fc, (J [Nxns]) 

*£E *£E 

77 ,X(Nxng)oftv(x) 

== 1 -xeu^sIJ^ns] ] 

Ut^n5)o o 
xeE xeE 

Byy the mutual disjointness requirement we note that 

II  U(** n5)l  = Y^\NxnSU and 
xg£ £ x €F F 

22X(N22X(NxxnS)ahv{x)nS)ahv{x) = ^2 77 ^X(ATxnS)o/tv(g) 
x€U*e£[JVxnSl l x€Ex€E Lz€NxnS 

(4.5) ) 
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E E justt aline of text -N^ -N^ 

sr sr 

Figuree 4.1: Setting up a textline for local probing. The image T is the entire textline, 
thee set E supporting the local neighborhoods is the middle scanline, and the neighbor-
hoodd of each point in E is the entire vertical extent of T. 

Substitutingg these identities back into 4.5 we get: 

$(/i,sn n IM M 
.xEE .xEE 

E E 
)) = i -

// ,X(NxnS)oftv(z) 
xeExeE jz£Nxns 

^\N^\NxxnS\ nS\ 
xeE xeE 

(4.6) ) 

Now,, from the original definition of $x(h, S) in equation 4.4 we have: 

££ X(*„ns)ohv(*) = \NxnS\-\NxnS\$x(h,S) 
z<=Nz<=Nxxns ns 

Substitutingg this into 4.6 we have 

$(fc,sn n 
Lx££ £ 

)) = 1 -
Ex6££ i\N*  n 5 I - I *  n S\**(h>  5)1 

EExxeeEE\N\NxxnS\ nS\ 

ZZXXZEZE \N*ns\, 

andd the proposition is proved. D 
Thee proposition above establishes the formal relationship between local and global size 
distributions,, i.e. that the global vertical size distribution can be re-captured over a 
restrictedd domain by re-normalizing and averaging the local vertical size distributions. 

Whilee the disjointness requirement on E and the neighborhood function Nx seems 
att first rather odd and restrictive, there are many configurations of E and iVx that are 
particularlyy well suited to document image analysis. Figure 4.1 illustrates just such 
ann arrangement of the neighborhood and support set that we wil l be using in what 
follows. . 

Inn everything that follows, we will be dealing with configurations like that of fig-
uree 4.1. Also, while treating local and global size distributions functionally is con-
venientt for theoretical treatment, in practice we will always be discretely sampling 
sizee distributions over a range of sizes and points in the neighborhood support set E, 
andd therefore we introduce some notational simplifications. First, since in most of our 
exampless E is a line bisecting the image vertically, we will dispense with the vector 
notationn for elements in E, emphasizing its ID nature. We wil l further write global 
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sizee distributions as: 

*<S)) = 

A{SA{S o hoV) 

__ A{SohkV) _ 

andd local size distributions as: 

* - (S )) = 

A((SnNA((SnNxx)oh)oh00V) V) 

lA({SnNlA({SnNxx)oh)ohkkV)V) J 

forr x e E, 

wheree Nx is understood to be the vertical line segment centered at x and extending for 
thee entire vertical height of S. Writing size distributions as column vectors helps to 
simplifyy thé notation in what follows, and also emphasizes their linear nature. We have 
alsoo switched to boldface symbols to remind us of this in what follows. Note also that 
wee have dispensed with both global and local normalization of size distributions. We 
wil ll  leave them un-normalized for now. In this vector representation $(S) and $X(S) 
aree decreasing, monotone vectors. That is, if <1>(S) = [a»] then a*+i < a .̂ 

4.22 An efficient word spotter 

Thee developments in the previous subsection allow us to determine precisely the in-
terpretationn of linear combinations of local size distributions. We will show now how 
thee linear properties of size distributions described above can be exploited to construct 
efficientt algorithms. We wil l develop an algorithm that locates words in segmented 
textlines,, using local vertical size distributions. 

Wee begin by identifying candidate word gaps in the textline image T. In what 
followss we wil l Call any point x in E such that *x(T ) = 0 a gap. In order to control 
thee number of gaps to be considered we cluster runs of adjacent gaps, identifying each 
clusterr by its center gap and its length. We filter this collection of clusters, and denote 
thee set of gaps of length greater or equal to s as G3. Since E is one dimensional and 
cann be naturally ordered by the x coordinate, we can simply write the set of candidate 
gapss as {#.} . 

Wee now define the cumulative size distribution at each gap & as 

#«»(r)) = 53*«(n (4.7) ) 
*<9i *<9i 

whichh is simply the global size distribution of the entire textline up to point </*. 
Promm (4.7) and the additive properties of our size distributions, however, we can write 
thee size distribution of any candidate word (i.e. a pair of candidate gaps) as: 

== * 9r(r)-$ ff( (r) . (4.8) ) 
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I tt should be noted also that since we are dealing exclusively with linear combinations 
off  local vertical size distributions, linear projections wil l push through the sums of 
equationn 4.8 as deeply as is convenient. That is, we can project the original local size 
distributions,, the cumulative gap distributions, or the candidate word distributions as 
needed. . 

Now,, given an image W of a word we want to match it against all potential words 
inn T as denned by pairs of candidate word gaps (gi,gr)- Let ||  || denote the L\ norm 
andd define the candidate word distance matrix as; 

DD = [dl,r], 

where, , 

rfrf f | | * ( W 0 - # g ; ( r ) || f o r f < r 
, rr \ oo otherwise 

Thee task of finding the best matches for word W in T has then been transformed into 
thee problem of finding minima in the distance matrix D. 

Thee choice of the L\ norm is not arbitrary. Given the appropriate metric, the 
distancee matrix D defined above is row and column convex. That is: 

iff  ditr < dj,r+i then ditT < dttr+k V& > 0, and (4.9) 

iff  ditr < di+i tT then d r̂ < dj+fc,r VA: > 0,/. (4.10) 

Thee reason for this is that the restriction that all possible vectors (size distributions) 
bee monotonically decreasing in dimensions places a strong restriction on the possible 
movess that can be made by adding a new observation to an existing one. In two 
dimensions,, for example, this constraint restricts all vectors to fall between 0Q and 45° 
fromfrom the £-axis, since we require y < x. An illustration of this general idea is shown 
inn figure 4.2r 

Roww and column convexity are not guaranteed for arbitrary metrics, however, as 
figurefigure 4.3(a) illustrates for the Euclidean metric. The circular shape of the equidistant 
boundaryy to point w admits situations where an increase in distance does not ensure 
thatt all subsequent additions fall outside of the equidistant circle of the current mini-
mumm distance. In such cases there can be multiple minima in the distance matrix. By 
adoptingg a Manhattan distance metric as shown in 4.3 the possibility is eliminated be-
causee the equidistant boundary to w cannot be violated any longer under the angular 
constraintt imposed by the monotone requirement. 

Thiss convexity property of D suggests a greedy algorithm for finding the best 
matchess for a word within a textline which advances the candidate right word bound-
aryy until the distance begins increasing, at which point it begins advancing the left 
boundary.. This process is described in algorithm 3, which we call the Greedy Inch-
wormm algorithm as its progress through a textline is reminiscent of inchworm motility. 
Ass it takes a step forward it takes in a new glyph from the sequence or it releases the 
oldestt from the sequence under consideration, reducing its length. 

AA trace of the execution of the algorithm is also provided in figure 4.4. A textline 
iss being matched with the somewhat unimaginative text "word." The algorithm pro-
gressess through the line, advancing the left boundary only when it is guaranteed to not 
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Figuree 4.2: No turning back, a sketch of a proof of the row and column convexity 
off  distance matrix D. The property arises from the restriction of size distributions to 
monotonee functions (vectors), causing all vectors under consideration to fall between m 
andd the x axis in the graph above. Once distance between candidates begins increasing 
(byy adding x to a above), it can never decrease again since all additions a-f-x-f-y must 
falll  in the shaded region. 

Figuree 4.3: (Almost) no turning back, (a) In a Euclidean metric space it is possible to 
havee non-convex distance matrices even with the monotone restriction. Given point a, 
thee shaded region indicates those points of distance less than or equal to ||w — a||. In 
thiss configuration it is still possible to make a move (EX in the example) which increases 
inn distance from w, but still admits moves of 45° capable of decreasing in distance from 
w.. (b) In an L\ metric space, however, this cannot happen as the equidistant boundary 
conformss to the 45° constraint. 
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Algorith mm 3 Greedy Inchwonn Algorithm 

Input ::  A segmented textline image T, a word image W to match, a distance threshold 
i ,, and Gj ~ {ffot  ffn}i  a filtered set of candidate word gaps in T of length greater 
orr equal to s. 

Output ::  M = {{gi,gk)}, a set of word matches in T. 

Initializee I := 0, r := 0, M :— 0 
whil ee r <= n and I <= n do 

i ff  di^T < t then 
Addd (l,r) toM 

endd if 
i ff  dt+i jT < di,r+i theii 

i := ZZ + l 
else e 

rr  := r + 1 
endd if 

endd whil e 

findfind any better matches by advancing the right boundary. Row and column convexity 
alsoo allow us to compute values in the distance matrix lazily, eliminating the need 
too compute distance values for every candidate match. The algorithm is linear in the 
numberr of detected gaps, and the maximum number of distance computations required 
iss 2(2n — 1). Note that the algorithm is not guaranteed to find all matches below the 
thresholdd t (introduced in algorithm 3), which can be arbitrarily high. It will , however, 
findfind each row and column minimum, guaranteeing that it wil l find the global best. 

4.33 A Generative model 

Wee wil l now define a generative model of size distributions for printed text. The model 
assumess that text is generated in a single typeface. Using the frequency of occurrence 
off  letters in a word we wil l construct model size distributions of words. 

4.3.11 Glyph distribution s 
Ourr construction begins by considering the global size distributions of individual low-
ercasee machine printed characters. For a given typeface we typeset images of each of 
thee n = 26 lowercase glyphs and compute the vertical size distribution: 

AA = 
$ (< * l ) ) r r 

.. * ( a n ) T T 

Thee rows of A are just the size distributions of each glyph. Figure 4.5 shows some 
examplee glyph distributions for the Adobe Times-Roman typeface. Note how, as de-
scribedd above, we are now working with un-normalized size distributions which are 
noww decreasing functions of size. We will refer to such matrices as canonical glyph 
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,th,i,ss i v^Qrd, th,a,t. w;Qrd 
9o9o 9\ 92 93 9A 95 96 97 98 99 9io 9u 9 

\ \ 
912 912 

1.00 0 0.42 2 
1.00 0 

0.31 1 
0.82 2 
1.00 0 

0.27 7 
0.71 1 
0.87 7 
1.00 0 

0.24 4 
0.46 6 
0.62 2 
0.74 4 
1.00 0 

0.44 4 
0.25 5 
0.38 8 

0.94 4 
0.33 3 
0.15 5 

1.57 7 
0.94 4 
0.77 7 

o.522 mmmm 0.62 
0.80 0 
1.00 0 

0.29 9 
0.51 1 
1.00 0 

0,41 1 
0.43 3 
0.42 2 
1.00 0 

1.82 2 
1.20 0 
1.02 2 
0.87 7 
0.61 1 
0.45 5 
0.28 8 
0.77 7 
1.00 0 

2.06 6 
1.45 5 
1.27 7 
1.12 2 
0.86 6 
0.64 4 
0.41 1 
0.54 4 
0.76 6 
1.00 0 

2.35 5 
1.74 4 
1.56 6 
1.41 1 
1.12 2 
0.92 2 
0.41 1 
0.32 2 
0.52 2 
0.74 4 
1.00 0 

2.56 6 
1.94 4 
1.76 6 
1.61 1 
1.35 5 
1.12 2 
0.61 1 
0.17 7 
0.32 2 
0.52 2 
0.80 0 
1.00 0 

3.06 6 
2.45 5 
2.27 7 
2.12 2 
1.86 6 
1.64 4 
1.12 2 
0.51 1 
0.26 6 

1222^2] ] 
0.29 9 
0.51 1 
1.00. . 

Figuree 4.4: An example execution of the greedy inchworm algorithm. At the top is 
samplee textline containing two occurrences of "word." Below is the upper triangular 
distancee matrix, with shaded cells indicating the progression of the search. The search 
expandss its right boundary out to g5, at which point adding any more text to the match 
onlyy decreases the distance. After a tiny contraction, removing the initial "th" from 
consideration,, it advances the right boundary to include the "rd" of the first match. 
Twoo contractions later, and the left boundary is at the beginning of the first "word" 
andd we have a perfect match. 

distributionsdistributions whenever we are assuming that an arbitrary pattern was generated from 
onee one of them. 

Wee now consider each glyph distribution as a realization of a random variable. 
Lettingg M A denote the n x k matrix with each row identically equal to the mean of 
thee rows of A, we compute the covariance of the glyphs: 

C C A=A= - ( A - M A ) T ( A - M A ) . 
nn — 1 

Further,, let EA denote the matrix of eigenvectors of C A , and EA the matrix consisting 
onn the first k principal eigenvectors of C A- We can now consider projections of the 
glyphh distributions of A. Figure 4.6 gives a scatterplot of all of the projected lowercase 
Times-Romann glyphs, and also provides an illustration of how other typefaces project 
ontoo the Times-Roman eigenspace. 

Theree are some interesting observations to be made from the plots of figure 4.6. 
Firstt of all. there is reasonable separation between the Times-Roman glyphs with only 
twoo principal components, implying that low-frequency variations are most important 
forr for distinguishing differences between character classes within typefaces. When pro-
jectingg distributions of other typefaces onto tins eigenspace, some glyphs are relatively 
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100 12 
Verticall size (h) 

Figuree 4.5: Some example Times-Roman global vertical glyph distributions. 

stable,, such as the "m," "r," and "k." This indicates that there are relatively minor 
stylisticc variations, as measured by vertical size distributions, in these character classes 
forr these typefaces. Also, the invariance of vertical size distributions is illustrated by 
thee proximity of all instances of "r" and "u," as well as the clustering in the "p," "b," 
"q,""  "p" complex. In section 4.4.1 wil l exploit this type of eigenspace projection to 
developp a style-based typeface recognition algorithm. 

4.3.22 A generative word model 

Inn the previous section we showed how glyph distributions can be computed and pro-
jectedd onto meaningful subspaces. These projections manage to capture some of the 
essencee of typeface style. Using the techniques of section 4.1 for combining local mea-
surementss into meaningful measurements of larger areas we will develop now a gener-
ativee model of size distributions for printed words. 

Wee consider a word to be an unordered bag of isolated glyphs, and represent them 
byy a column vector of counts of the number of times each glyph appears in the word. 
Lettingg na. denote the number of times the glyph a>i appears in a word, the word is 
representedd as: 

ww = 

" 0 : 26 6 

Givenn a matrix A of glyph distributions and a word W we can compute the model 
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-1500 ' ' 1 ' - : : : : i-J ' 1 1 
-3000 -200 -100 0 100 200 300 400 500 

Firstt principal eigenvector 

Figuree 4.6: Principal component projection of Times-Roman, Helvetica, and Book-
mann typefaces onto the Times Roman eigenspace. The letters in the graph represent 
thee projections of the Times-Roman glyphs. Lines emanating from them lead to the 
projectedd versions of the other typefaces. 

verticall  size distribution as: 

$(w)) = A r W (4.11) 

Equationn (4.11) says that the vertical size distribution of words is just a linear 
combinationn of glyph distributions, and that we can generate model size distributions 
forr words in arbitrary typefaces from the character occurrence vector w and a glyph 
distributionn for the typeface A. The ability to generate model distributions directly 
fromm text is particularly advantageous in combination with the word spotter described 
inn section 4.2, allowing us to effectively query images of textlines with text. 

4.44 Experiments and illustration 

Inn this section we wil l describe some experiments we performed on synthetically gen-
eratedd textlines and words in order to evaluate the performance of vertical size dis-
tributionss for characterizing stylistic differences between typefaces and spotting words 
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inn textlines. To evaluate the techniques described above on a collection of text more 
representativee of English text than the contrived examples used to motivate the the-
oreticall  development above, we sampled the first one hundred pages from the Project 
Gutenbergg version of Moby Dick [38]. The text consists of 2,843 textlines, containing a 
totall  of 37,816 words. Thé words in the text can be broken down as consisting of 22,986 
stopwordss (words such as "the" and "but" which hold littl e or no retrieval value), and 
14,8300 non-stopwords. For our experiments we selected the top one hundred most 
frequentlyy occurring non-stopwords, of which there were 3,030 occurrences in the first 
onee hundred pages of Moby Dick. All of our experiments were performed using only 
lowercasee glyphs, and the text of Moby Dick was first normalized by downcasing all 
capitall  letters and removing all punctuation. 

4.4.11 Typeface classification 

Thee development of the generative model for text in section 4.3, and particularly the 
analysiss of the model under orthogonal projection in section 4.3.1 and figure 4.6 suggests 
thee following typeface classifier for words. 

Supposee you have a number of typefaces fi and canonical glyph distributions for 
eachh face A$, and an image W of a word to which you want to assign one of the 
typefaces,, from the generative model of section 4.3 we can write the size distribution 
off  W as: 

*{W)*{W)  = Awvt 

5 5 

wheree w is the vector of character counts in the word and Aw is the glyph distribution 
off  the true typeface of W. 

Lettingg E,\. denote the first k principal eigenvectors of CA^ , consider the projection 
off  #(W) onto its eigenspace: 

3 3 

andd we can construct the projected word distribution from the projected glyphs. 
Ourr classification rule is simple: assign W a typeface as follows: 

typeface(W)) = argmin \\Ei(Ei)T&(W) - *(W)|J 

Thatt is, we assign W to the typeface whose principal eigenspace best reconstructs the 
originall  vertical size distribution. 

Wee implemented this typeface classifier and tested it on 33 standard PostScript* 
typefaces.. Figure 4.7 gives examples of each typeface as well as the standard abbrevia-
tionss used for each. Table 4.1 gives the average recognition performance on the top 500 
mostt frequently occurring non-stopwords in the first one hundred pages of Moby Dick. 
Thee typeface classifier was also evaluated on entire textlines, to investigate how evi-
dencee for a particular typeface might accumulate with additional text. These accuracy 
numberss are also shown in table 4.1. 

tt is a registered trademark of Adobe Systems Incorporated 
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AvantGarde-Book k 
(pagk) ) 

sphagnums s 
Avantt Garde- DemiOblique 

(pagdo) ) 

sphagnums sphagnums 
Bookman-Light t 

(pbkl) ) 

sphagnums s 
Courier-BoldOblique e 

(perbo) ) 

sphagnums sphagnums 
Helvetica-Bold d 

(phvb) ) 

sphagnums s 
Helvetica-NarrowBoldOblique e 

(phvbon) ) 

sphagnums sphagnums 

NewCenturySchlbk-Boldltalic c 
(pncbi) ) 

sphagnums sphagnums 
Palatino-Bold d 

(pplb) ) 

sphagnums s 
Palatino-Roman n 

(pplr) ) 

sphagnums s 
Times-Italic c 

(ptmri) ) 

sphagnums sphagnums 

AvantGarde-BookOblique e 
(pagko) ) 

sphagnums sphagnums 
Bookman-Demi i 

(pbkd) ) 

sphagnums s 
Bookman-Lightltalic c 

(pbkU) ) 

sphagnums sphagnums 
Courier r 
(perr) ) 

sphagnums s 
Helvetica-BoldOblique e 

(phvbo) ) 

sphagnums sphagnums 
Helvetica a 

(phvr) ) 

sphagnums s 
Helvetica-NarrowObliquê ê 

(phvron) ) 

sphagnums sphagnums 
NewCenturySchlbk-ftt alic 

(pncri) ) 

sphagnums sphagnums 
Palatino-Boldltalic c 

(pplbi) ) 

sphagnums sphagnums 
Times-Bold d 

(ptmb) ) 

sphagnums s 
Times-Roman n 

(ptmr) ) 

sphagnums s 

AA vantGarde-Demi 
(pagd) ) 

sphagnums s 
Bookman-Demiltalic c 

(pbkdi) ) 

sphtMgnums sphtMgnums 
Courier-Bold d 

(pcrb) ) 

sphagnums s 
Courier-Oblique e 

(pcrro) ) 

sphagnums sphagnums 
Helvetica-NarrowBold d 

(phvbrn) ) 

sphagnums s 
Helvetica-Oblique e 

(phvro) ) 

sphagnums sphagnums 
NewCenturySchlbk-Bold d 

(pncb) ) 

sphagnums s 
NewCenturySchlbk-Roman n 

(pner) ) 

sphagnums s 
Palatino-Italic c 

(pplri) ) 

sphagnums sphagnums 
Times-Boldltalic c 

(ptmbi) ) 

sphagnums sphagnums 
ZapfChancery-Médiumltalic c 

(pzcmi) ) 

sphagnums sphagnums 

Helvetica-Narrow w 
(phvrrn) ) 

sphagnums s 

Figuree 4.7: The 33 standard PostScript fonts. 
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Average e 
Sdev v 

## of principa l components 
2 2 

ww j tl 

12%% 1 18% 
311 1 28 

3 3 
w w 

23% % 
38 8 

tl l 

28% % 
30 0 

|| 7 

!!  w 

11 40% 
|| 45 

tl l 

45% % 
34 4 

10 0 
w w 

40% % 
45 5 

tl l 

48% % 
35 5 

Tablee 4.1: Average typeface recognition accuracy and standard deviation for words 
andd textlines. Accuracy figures are given over a number of principle components for 
thee 33 standard PostScript typefaces shown in figure 4.7. Figures in the ' V columns 
correspondd to recognition oil individual words, and the "tl " columns for entire textlines. 

Probablyy the most conspicuous feature of table 4.1 is the extremely low average per-
formancee for all typefaces and the extreme variability over all 33 typefaces. Increasing 
thee number of glyphs in each pattern by classifying entire textlines instead of words 
increasess recognition accuracy marginally, and we can conclude that evidence does ac-
cumulatee with contributions from more glyphs. Additionally, the typeface classifier is 
markedlyy unstable for all numbers of principal components. 

Analysiss of the recognition rates for ail typeface classes showed that for all numbers 
off  principal components at least one typeface was being recognized with 100% accuracy. 
Furtherr inspection of the actual confusions being made be the classifier showed that 
thesee typefaces were acting as catch-all "sinks" in the classifier in that their eigenspace 
didd a reasonable job of reconstructing words from most others. Most of these confusions 
weree occurring across typeface families as well, leading us to suspect that stylistic 
similaritiess between families were dominating the classification results. Table 4.2 gives 
thee recognition accuracy figures for the typeface classifier applied only within the major 
PostScriptt font families. 

Thee results in table 4.2 provide a more detailed picture of how the typeface classifier 
iss behaving. Notice that in many cases the within-family average recognition accuracy 
iss decreasing when applied to entire textlines. In such cases the vertical size distribution 
off  the textline is becoming so saturated with distributions of individual glyphs that it 
cann be explained at least as well by other eigenspaces. We can also see from table 4.2 
thatt the number of principal eigenvectors required for accurate recognition depends on 
thee family, and that in most cases increasing the number of principal components from 
sevenn to ten results in more confusions. 

Thee Helvetica family stands out in table 4.2 because of the consistently poor perfor-
mancee achieved by the recognizer. If we examine the examples of Helvetica typefaces in 
figurefigure 4.7 we see that it contains, in addition to the largest number, the largest variety 
off  typeface styles of all the families. The family contains narrow, oblique, roman, and 
boldd faces, and all combinations of these. Such variations, and similarities, in style are 
difficul tt to discriminate through analysis by vertical size distributions. 

4.4.22 Word spotting 

Thee greedy algorithm described in section 4.2 was implemented and evaluated on the 
textliness generated from the first one hundred pages of Moby Dick. Each textline was 
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Family y 

AvantGard e e 
Average e 

Sdev v 
Bookman n 

Average e 
Sdev v 

Courier r 
Average e 

Sdev v 
Helvetica a 

Average e 
Sdev v 

NewCentury y 
Average e 

Sdev v 
Palatine e 

Average e 
Sdev v 

Times s 
Average e 

Sdev v 

## of principa l components 
2 2 

w w tl l 
3 3 

w w tl l 
7 7 

w w tl l 
10 0 

w w tl l 

71% % 
39 9 

73% % 
49 9 

73% % 
38 8 

63% % 
48 8 

89% % 
15 5 

90% % 
19 9 

93% % 
9 9 

99% % 
2 2 

30% % 
46 6 

25% % 
50 0 

64% % 
40 0 

50% % 
58 8 

92% % 
12 2 

99% % 
2 2 

92% % 
5 5 

95% % 
8 8 

46% % 
54 4 

42% % 
51 1 

46% % 
43 3 

25% % 
50 0 

76% % 
36 6 

75% % 
50 0 

69% % 
37 7 

73% % 
49 9 

21%% | 13% 
27 7 35 5 

31% % 
39 9 

31% % 
45 5 

48% % 
30 0 

33% % 
45 5 

42% % 
38 8 

26% % 
45 5 

52% % 
54 4 

50% % 
58 8 

61% % 
40 0 

50% % 
58 8 

71% % 
37 7 

74% % 
50 0 

70% % 
38 8 

74% % 
50 0 

54% % 
47 7 

50% % 
58 8 

66% % 
27 7 

67% % 
46 6 

86% % 
6 6 

97% % 
2 2 

87% % 
18 8 

88% % 
23 3 

33% % 
46 6 

25% % 
50 0 

68% % 
30 0 

52% % 
55 5 

78% % 
38 8 

75% % 
50 0 

92% % 
8 8 

100% % 
0 0 

Tablee 4.2: Average typeface classification accuracy within typeface families. In each 
celll  the rate on the left is for individual words, on the right is for entire textlines. 
Averagee accuracy and standard deviation are given for a range of principle component 
numbers. . 

typesett in the 12'pt Times-Roman typeface and imaged at 300dpi. The local vertical 
sizee distribution was then computed as described in equation (4.4) with the textline 
setupp shown in figure 4.1. Gaps were then detected in the local size distributions 
andd the cumulative vertical size distribution computed and retained for each detected 
candidatee word boundary. A gap size parameter was also included to permit filtering of 
gapss unlikely to be actual word boundaries. Gap clusters below this gap size parameter 
aree removed from consideration as word boundaries. 

Forr the word spotting experiments we limited the words to be spotted to the top 
onee hundred most frequently occurring non-stopwords in the sample. Words are not 
imagedd as the textlines were, however, but rather computed directly from the character 
occurrencee count of each word using a pre-eomputed canonical glyph distribution for 
12ptt Times-Roman and the generative model given by equation 4.11. So, we are in 
factt querying images with text. 
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Threshold d 

0.1 1 
0.01 1 

0.001 1 
0.0001 1 

G app size (pixels) 
2 2 

pre e 

0.02 2 
0.83 3 
0.90 0 
0.91 1 

4 4 
recc pre 

1.00 0 
1.00 0 
1.00 0 
0.99 9 

0.02 2 
0.85 5 
0.92 2 
0.93 3 

rec c 

1.00 0 
1.00 0 
1.00 0 
0.99 9 

6 6 
pre e 

0.03 3 
0.85 5 
0.91 1 
0.91 1 

rec c 

0.86 6 
0.88 8 
0.89 9 
0.88 8 

Tablee 4.3: Precision and recall for words spotting over a variety of threshold values 
andd gap sizes. 

Performancee is measured using precision and recall, defined as: 

Precision n 

Recall l 

## correct words spotted 
## words spotted 

## correct words spotted 
## words to be spotted 

Tablee 4.3 gives the precision and recall statistics for the approach given a number of 
distancee thresholds and gap sizes. 

Notee that the very high recall rates in table 4.3 are not yet cause for unrestrained 
jubilation,, as we are evaluating performance on purely synthetic data. What is inter-
estingg in these results is an analysis of how the lexical texture of English text exposes 
aspectss of our word spotting approach when the performance changes. 

First,, there are some invariants inherent in the characterization of text using vertical 
sizee distributions. Some notable examples are: 

permutation n 

wordd join 

bagdanov v 
away y 

vagabond d 
away y 

Becausee we are computing size distributions locally as shown in figure 4,1, the com-
binedd size distributions are invariant to arbitrary permutations of characters as shown 
inn the first example above. The size distributions are in fact invariant to arbitrary 
permutationss of pixel column, but this does not occur too frequently in English text. 
AA more subtle error is the second example above, where two isolated words are being 
matchedd to a single word. This error cannot be prevented by simply adjusting the gap 
sizee or distance threshold, but only by penalizing matches that span "too many" gaps 
thatt are "too big." 
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1400 0 

12000 -

1000 0 

00 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 

Figuree 4.8: Word distributions that are coincidentally close (see text for word images). 

Thee most obvious parameter in the Greedy Inchworm algorithm is the distance 
thresholdd used to select matches. The precision figures of table 4.3 are extremely low 
forr very high thresholds, and increase dramatically as the threshold decreases. Setting 
thee distance threshold too high results in false matches like these: 

undersegmentation n 

oversegmentation n 

coincidence e 

ihad d 
sland d 

mention n 

hard d 
hands s 

moment t 
Figuree 4.8 provides the actual size distributions computed from the falsely matched 

wordss in the examples above. It is interesting to try to mentally redistribute the ink 
inn the false matches to understand why they have such similar distributions. In the 
topmostt example above, for example, the dot of the "i " has approximately the same 
verticall  size distribution as tip of the arc on the "r." 

Wee have just illustrated how a high distance threshold can lead to false matches, 
butt note how in table 4.3 recall eventually begins to drop as the threshold is decreased. 
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Recalll  that we are generating theoretical vertical size distributions from text under the 
assumptionn that characters are perfectly isolated. In these examples: 

word d 

harpooneer r 
morning g 

thee culprit 

rp p 
rn n 

att least one pair of letters are being kerned together in such a way that the area is not 
conserved.. The overlapping areas, though small, create subtle differences between the 
actuall  and theoretical size distributions. 

Thee other parameter in the greedy word spotting algorithm is the gap size. Some of 
thee errors caused by a high distance threshold can be eliminated by increasing the gap 
size,, and thereby eliminating some character gaps as candidate word boundaries. This 
iss why the precision increases with gap size. Eventually, however, some word gaps will 
bee missed and performance wil l decline as indicated by the decreasing recall statistics 
forr a gap size of six in table 4.3. 

4.55 Discussion 

Inn this chapter we described techniques for characterizing textual style using locally 
measuredd features, the local vertical size distribution. The main contributions óf this 
chapterr are the characterization of local size distributions and precise conditions under 
whichh they may be combined to obtain meaningful measurements of larger structures. 
Thee generative model of text distributions described in section 4.3 additionally allows 
uss to construct model vertical size distributions directly from text. The combination 
off  these has allowed us to create simple and efficient tools for typeface classification 
andd word spotting. 

Thee typeface classifiers operate under the assumption that stylistic differences be-
tweenn typefaces are more important, from a variance perspective, than stylistic differ-
encess between glyphs within a single typeface. Results on the 33 standard PostScript 
typefacess shown in figure 4.7 suggest that this is not the case and that features more 
discriminatingg than vertical size are needed for determining stylistic differences. Stylis-
ticc variation within some typeface families are also not adequately captured by vertical 
sizee measurements, as indicated by the results in table 4.2. The typeface classification 
results,, however, do suggest that vertical size distributions are capturing some measure 
off  stylistic variation between letter classes. 

Basedd on local vertical granulometries, the greedy word spotting algorithm finds the 
bestt matches for one hundred words in a textline in just ten milliseconds, on average. 
Thee algorithm is a factor more efficient than template matching. This performance 
increasee is due to our ability to update the template quickly using linear combinations 
off  vertical size distributions, and to take greedy steps in searching the row and column 
convexx candidate distance matrix. 

Inn general, Word spotting using vertical size distributions as we have presented 
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themm can be thought óf as an elaborate type of template matching, where the template 
iss not fixed in size, but can adjust itself automatically during matching. The tools 
providedd by our analysis of how and when size distributions can be combined linearly 
allowss us to adjust the template without taking further measurements. 

Al ll  of the experiments in this chapter were performed on synthetically generated 
data,, and were designed specifically to probe the benefits and limitations of vertical 
sizee measurements for characterizing local textual style. It is clear that the vertical 
sizee distributions we have described will not be robust in the presence of noise, and 
thee use of the generative model with canonical (and clean) glyphs wil l also suffer. The 
approach,, however, is somewhat similar in spirit to Spitz's style-directed document 
analysiss [103, 104]. Spitz uses character shape codes and lexical statistics to reason 
aboutt patterns appearing frequently in document images, the goal being to create 
trulyy typeface independent document understanding algorithms. With the features and 
techniquess described above we could construct a candidate canonical glyph distribution 
inn an unsupervised way from a document image and apply similar strategies as Spitz. 

Ourr theoretical treatment of vertical size distributions is in no way specific to word 
spottingg or textual style characterization in general. The greedy wórd spotting algo-
rithmm could also be applied to phrase spotting in textlines, logotype detection, barcode 
reading,, or any other image pattern classification problem where there is a natural 
linearr order of observations and which can be meaningfully measured by vertical size. 


